. The magnet is arranged in four quadrants and in the foreground may be seen Ohe cavity-type linear accelerator, which serves to inject pulses of 10-Mev protons into the synchrotron. The radiofrequency accelerating; electrode and associated equipment is in the straight @action 0x1 the right,
while the targat area ir Ln the straight oection opposite the injector area, and hence hardly visible in the picture. Figure 2 is a limited view of the injector quadrant of the Bevatron. On tha right is shown the hourbg of the 500-kv Cockcroft-Wdton accelerator, t h e forega~urd shows the 10-Mev linear accelerator, and on the left can be seen the ntrong-focudng quadrupolc magnetic lens, which frrcuaea thc beam appropriately into the btmatron. Figure 3 shows the power supply of the Bevatron, .which provides 100,000-kw pulses which are switched by #e array of ignitrons r~hown in the foreground. I shall not undertake a more detailed description of the Bevatron. For some time now it has been in operation at full energy, 6 . 2 Bev. I should like to note that this great machine is being utilized by sciantiasts of m a n y laboratoris6 in America and abroad: indeed, about one-quarter of the operating time has been devoted to furthering work outside the United States. The many v i~i t i n g scientist., eopecially from overseas, have been same ~p i r i t , one may e x t r a p l a t e the currents &at will be produced. (Fig. 4) There i s not time here to discuss relationship af McMWan' s solution to that of Thomas, arlthougb they were basically eirnilar in providing a azimuthal variation in the magnetic field to achieve focusing. Nor is it possible to describe Judd'e and later Richardeon's contributipne to the design of suitable fields, which made pooosible cyctotmna capable of continuous (in ccmtraot to pulsed) operation with deuterons in the energy rlnngs above 700 Mev. Figure 5 arhows schernaticafiy the orbit of a particle h such a magnetic field which is a function of both azimuth and radiue. Mere "nl' varies around the orbit as does the r d i u~, SO that the focushg action is partly due to the variation in radiue, which produces focusing like that of a wedge-shaped magnet, while the variable "n" give$ the affect of alternating -gradient focusing of The arrangemetnt has worked out very well, as is shrz-ma in Fig. 9 . At the left is the injecmr, consisting of an arc scrwce in a solenoidal magnetic field nzounf;ed on insrslaWrs in a vacuum tank. The arc body irs maintained at r positive potential up ta 140 kv aad has produced up t o 314 ampere of iocused ion beam. Xons prodaced i n the axc a r e accelerated by a single gap .lg $-foot length QI beam t a b and ore brought ta a frtcus on a collimating aperture by a large atslenoidad magnet, through which t h e beam tube passes. T h e &ismeter sf %he icm beam i s controlled by varying the magnet current, an$ the centering of the beam by czriahting the magnctt, which l e flexibly mounted.
Just beyond the coUimaIAng aperture, the icra beam paoses through the bmcher, which applies a 24-2-Lc ripple of 5 to I kev to 2he bee=. As a result, a large fraction of the ion. arriving at the first rf acceieratiag gap axe: bunched Pe of the 24-Mc wave. We are now building t w o sections aZ the A-48 accelerator to prodace a qunrtar ampere of ?. 8-Mev deuterons. Figure 13 is a v i e w of t h e -interior of one of the twenty-foot cavities looking in through a porthole in the side. The drift tubes are viewed from btslow asd off t o one side. She csvity tank is fabricated of copper-tiad otsel, the drift tube shell of copper sheet, and *he? cupporL-kg stems of heavy-wall steel tubing, copper plizted an the exposed surfaces. Figure f 4 
